The Academy honored its founder, Dr. Anita Harbert, former Director of SDSU's School of Social Work nationally recognized for his improvement of judicial guidelines related to children in foster care. Those with a focus on preventing child abuse and neglect from happening in the first place as well as quality care and education early in life; enhancing parenting skills to promote healthy child development; and reconnection with traditional healing…

The Future of Youth Justice: A Community-Based Alternative to the Youth Prison Model

Values and beliefs that emphasize respect for the Earth and protection of all life vs mainstream values that have made it a point to keep clear of all man-made prisons and have done so by following a pathway to success.

After months of awareness through social media within the Native community the impact and significance of the topic of Standing Rock comes up when engaging with families it may be best to share your awareness of As more people learn about the unprecedented situation occurring in the Northern Plains, the awareness and practices that support the improved outcomes for Native youth and families and ICWA.

This memorandum summarizes the pending litigation and describes some of the legal and communications challenges related to the case. Published: June 25, 2016

“Stand Up Against Bullying in Indian Country” Video

Suicidal behavior are interrelated parts of community violence.

Created for use with children and youth of all ages, the Money as You Grow website offers age-appropriate tools. The glossary represents words that are commonly used in Indian child welfare, and recognizes the full range of non-Indian terms used in the field.

Bullying in Indian Country Consequences

The glossary represents words that are commonly used in Indian child welfare, and recognizes the full range of non-Indian terms used in the field. The glossary also includes non-Indian terms used in the field.

Using Bullying in Indian Country

Family and Youth Services Bureau (FYSB)

Bullying in Indian Country: A family services designed to keep families together; and

Data Sheet on Domestic Violence Services

Child Safety and Risk Assessments in American Indian and Alaska Native Communities: Research to Practice

Published: 2016

The final rule addresses requirements for State courts in ensuring implementation of ICWA in Indian country.

Information: A bill introduced in April 2016 intended to protect Native children and promote public safety.

Native Educator Support and Training Act (NEST Act)

As a resource for American Indian and Alaska Native Nations, American Indian and Alaska Native programs are mandated by the Protect Our Kids Act of 2012. It discusses the Commission's findings and presents both a summary of the findings and the legal and social science literature...
March 14 – 16, 2017
Bay Area T4T

Next training:
Tribal programs.

Trust-based relationships, and understanding how history affects today's relationships between CWS and
area. Topics covered in the training include cross-cultural communication, cultivating and maintaining
GATHERING

The Collaborative is an adapted half-day training designed to introduce Tribal and non-tribal child welfare
and basic communication techniques that support more trusting relations with Tribal youth

The Other Side of ICWA

Support goals and objectives. The training allows organizations to focus on specific challenges and identify
experiences receiving CWS services. Participants engage in collaborative brainstorming to

PCWTA Riverside Training Center

January 12, 2017
San Diego, CA 92120

Academy Training Room, Upstairs 201

1928 S. Grand Avenue

November 9, 2016
San Diego, CA 92120

Continental Breakfast and working lunch included

Training 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Registration 8:00 – 8:30 a.m.

All ICWA Trainings –

information is intended to provide today's social workers with a foundation of knowledge of the Indian Child Welfare
Act.

Effective ways to work with rural populations, effective ways to work with Tribal rural foster youth

a variety of areas, including: the youth development philosophy, methods for collaboration,

throughout the project. The training package provides up-to-date, research-based information in

TRIBAL STAR TRAINING

To connect with BAAITS on Facebook contact

Bay Area America Indian Two Spirits Pow Wow

15
December 8 – 10, 2016
Las Vegas, Nevada

Sacred Sites, Monitoring & NAGPRA

5

Aiden's Red Envelope Foundation Supports Families of Children With Special Needs

Information: Grants of up to $5,000 will be awarded to Southern California families that have children with

Deadline: Open

5 and 18….

Applications for Youth Philanthropy Projects

Information: Grants will be awarded in support of philanthropic projects led by youth between the ages of

Applications for Youth Microgrants

Karma for Cara Foundation

Information: Grants will be awarded to kids 18 and under for service projects in their communities….

Public Welfare Foundation Accepting LOIs for Social Justice Programs

Information: Grants will be awarded to kids 18 and under for service projects in their communities….

Public Welfare Foundation Accepting LOIs for Social Justice Programs
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